Abstract.
Introduction and summary of results
We consider the following initial boundary value problem:
(Ui = ttxx-F(u,ux), t>0,0<x<l ux(t,0)Gß0(u(t,0)), -ux(t,l)Gßx(u(t,l)), t>0 u(0,x) = u0(x), 0 < jc < 1, from the viewpoint of the theory of nonlinear semigroups. Throughout this paper we assume that (ß) ßi is a maximal monotone graph in R x R with 0 G fi¡(0), i = 0,1, Then A is dissipative in C[0,1] and the problem (P) can be viewed as an evolution equation: ,
If A is w-dissipative in C[0,1], then for every u0 G D(A) ' the CrandallLiggett theorem [2] provides us with the unique solution (in a certain generalized sense) of (1.2) represented by the exponential formula: (1.3) u(t,-)= hm (I-XA)~i,/X]uJ=e\p(tA)uA, t > 0. x-»o+ We shall call u(t, •) the semigroup solution of (P).
The purpose of this paper is to give conditions on F(u,p) under which the operator A defined by (1.1) is w-dissipative in C[0,1].
Theorem. Let (ß) and (FO) hold, and assume in addition that one of the following conditions holds: Our result is closely related to the work of Konishi [5] , in which he treated the existence, uniqueness and differentiability of semigroup solutions for the equation ut = uxx -F(ux) under the periodic boundary conditions. By almost the same methods in [5] , we can examine the differentiability of semigroup solutions of (P).
Let us define the operator A in L°°(0,1) by
Proposition. Let the hypothesis of the theorem be satisfied. For each u0 G D(A) let u(t) = exp(tA)u0, t > 0 be the semigroup solution of (P). Then we have the following:
is weakly* continuously differentiable and w* -(d/dt)u(t) = Au(t) in L°°(0,1) for t > 0. A dissipative operator A in X is said to be m-dissipative if R(I -XA) = X for every, or equivalently, for some X > 0 ; here R(I -XA) denotes the range of I-XA.
A subset ß c R x R is called monotone if (zz1 -u2)(vx -v2)>0 whenever v. G /?(«,), / = 1,2. A monotone set not properly contained in any other monotone set is called maximal monotone. For more details on this material see [1] .
Proof of Theorem
We begin with the following lemmas. 
Proof of proposition
In a similar way as in [5] we can prove the proposition. However, for completeness, we give here an outline of the proof. is weakly* continuous. Thus, by using the estimate due to Ôharu [6, (8) ], we can conclude that exp(tA)u0 -u0 = w* -/ ^exp(s^)zz0 ds inL°°(0,1), Jo t>0, from which the assertion follows.
